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Sound the alarm for a day of fire-station fun! From fast fire trucks and out-of-control hoses to sliding

down fire poles and saving the day, children will love this exciting and hysterical story from the one

and only Richard Scarry. Includes a sheet of stickers!
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I've been searching out Richard Scarry books for my 2 year old, and bought this one new at a local

bookstore. I'm sad to say that this book is *not* anywhere near the quality of the original Richard

Scarry books. I didn't look at it until after I bought it, and my jaw was dropping cuz of how

substandard it was. It read as if it was created by using a computer programmed to "write and draw

a Richard Scarry book". The story is confusing and the images difficult to sort out. I checked the first

page, and it states in the fine print that this book is written by "The Richard Scarry Corporation". I

am returning this book, and will only buy books that state that they are by Richard Scarry himself

from now on. I kinda suspect that this whole 8" x 8" series is of a similar quality. Nothing but the

originals for my kid!!!! I'm sure that kids will still enjoy this book, and I'm happy for the folks who

have had good experience with it, but if you do like this one, I highly recommend that you seek out a

book that was actually drawn and written by Scarry himself, I think you'll see a *huge* difference in

quality and wit.



I love the ORIGINAL, madcap Richard Scarry stories, but this one is just plain ridiculous. The

firefighters spend most of the story cleaning up messy car accidents instead of fighting fires. The

final line of the book is something like "We'll clean up the mess. Don't worry, it's all in a firefighter's

day." What, are they maids?

I bought this as a Christmas present for my nephew and he loves it. I remembered growing up

reading "Busy Town" and this was a beautiful trip down memory lane for me as well. The artwork is

fantastic, the story is the right amount of silly for kids, and characters are beautifully creative. A

great classic!

If you are looking for an informative book about firefighting and firetrucks do not purchase this book.

I purchased this book as the party favor for my son's 4th birthday party which was held at the local

volunteer fire department. He loves everything related to firefighting and I thought this would be a

great book for his friends. I should have looked inside the book because it is about a couple of

painters who are painting the firehouse but make a huge mess instead and get paint everywhere. I

returned them all and purchased "All Aboard Fire Trucks" by Teddy Slater. It was exactly what I was

looking for.

I think this is a Richard Scarry Jr book rather than the dad, but it's still classic Scarry, charming and

enjoyable. It's no Cars and Trucks or Busy Busy World, nor is it designed to educate your child

about firefighters or fire stations, but it's a quick, cute and enjoyable read.

Love all Richard Scarry vehicle books. They have been in our family since my son was a boy, and

he is now 33. I bought this book as a Christmas gift plus another for my grandsons. They love the

funny characters and Fire Trucks. Also it very informative.

Wow. Not sure what the illustrator was thinking with all this red (reminiscent NOT of strawberry jam,

but of blood), but the text is fun for little kids. Richard Scarry's illustrations became "scary" in this

book!

I used to read this one when I was a kid 30+ years ago.Although some things have changed with

fire trucks, the material is still valid.My son loves this book and all of the silly things the painters do

to the fire house.Richard Scarry is great at creating an action packed scene with a still picture.Its



amazing how much detail he crams into each of his pages.Very light hearted and well illustrated

bookJust long enough to keep attention of my son.Definitely recommend
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